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SUMMARY

Self-motivated developer with proven experience at Sovereign Tech, helping businesses leverage technology,
creating andmaintaining reusable codebase. Dedicated to providing solutions using best practices. Excited to
contribute to problem-solving projects with a team of professionals. Exceptional collaboration, conflict resolution,
communication, and debugging skills.

SKILLS

Front-End: TypeScript, JavaScript, React, Redux, HTML5, CSS3, Tailwind CSS.
Back-End:Ruby, Rails, SQL, PostgreSQL.
Tools &Methods: Git, GitHub, Netlify, Mobile/Responsive Development, RSpec, TDD, ChromeDev Tools.
Professional: Pair-Programming, Teamwork,Mentoring, Collaboration, Debugging, Agile/Scrum

EXPERIENCE

SOVEREIGN TECHAND INNOVATION LTD Lagos, Nigeria
Frontend Engineer February 2024 - Present

● Developed an e-commerce platform for marketers of gadgets to help keep track of clients’ purchases and
payments.

● Mentored new developers on IT in developing HTML, CSS, and JavaScript skillsets.
● Collaborated effectively with a team of 4 developers and 2 stakeholders to deliver 100% reusable and

feasible code.

THE JUST PROJECTS Remote
Mentor (Volunteer) January 2023 – Present
● Mentored 10+ junior web developers, providing technical support through code reviews.
● Proposed improvements to code organization and improved code quality and performance by 60%.
● Provided advice and tips onmaintainingmotivation, andmaintained 100% longevity in the program.

HIGHLIGHTEDPERSONAL PROJECTS Remote
WebDeveloper January 2022
● BuddyBudget —Amobile web appwhere you canmanage your budget: you have a list of transactions

associated with a category to see howmuchmoney you spend and onwhat.
○ Built with:Ruby on Rails. See GitHub Repo.

● MathMagicians —A web app designed for making calculations. Users also get to find quotes on knowledge.
○ Built with:React.js. See GitHub Repo.

● Nassa—A front-endweb application that displays SpaceX Rockets using their API.
○ Built with:React and Redux. See GitHub Repo.

EDUCATION

MICROVERSE May 2023 –December 2023
Remote Full StackWebDevelopment Program, Full-Time
● Spent 1300+ hours mastering algorithms, data structures, and full-stack development while simultaneously

developing projects with Ruby, Rails, JavaScript, React, and Redux.
● Developed skills in remote pair programming using GitHub, industry-standard Gitflow, and daily standups to

communicate and collaborate with international remote developers.

UNIVERSITYOF BENIN, NIGERIA September 2012– July 2018
BSC, Soil Science
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